Wynn’s Petrol Extreme Cleaner is a chemical treatment for petrol engines which provides a strong one tank clean-up of the petrol fuel system. It protects the engine when using bio fuel E10 and E85.

**Properties**

- Complete and rapid cleaning of the entire fuel system in one tank filling.
- Instantly cleans and lubricates the injectors, restores and maintains ideal injector spray pattern.
- Prevents clogging on EGR.
- Restores engine performance, provides a regular idle and avoids starting problems.
- Removes combustion chamber and inlet valves deposits.
- Increases operational reliability and economy.
- Meets Euro 5/Euro 6 standards.
- EN228 compatible.
- Harmless for all after-treatment systems.

**Applications**

- Recommended for all petrol engines (injection, direct injection or carburettor) and hybrid engines.
- For petrol and bio petrol up to E10.

**Directions**

- For an optimal cleaning effect, add one bottle of 500 ml to up to 60 litres of petrol.
- In case of heavy fouling of the engine, add one bottle of 500 ml to minimum 30 litres of petrol.
- *Bottle is also suitable for capless fuel fillers.*
For a perfect petrol engine cleaning, we recommend to use 2 products together:

**Petrol Extreme Cleaner**: Cleans the fuel system, the “wet part” of the engine.

**Petrol EGR Extreme Cleaner (Aerosol – W29879)**: Cleans the air intake manifold, the inlet valves, airflow sensor and EGR, i.e. the “dry part” of the engine.
✓ For cleaning a fouled turbocharger, use **Petrol Extreme Cleaner** together with **Turbo Cleaner** (Aerosol – W28679).

Wynn’s strives for high quality standards and updates its products according to the latest motor technologies and requirements.